MIGRATION AND ITS IMPACT ON ARMENIA: A FIELD PRACTICE

Book presentation

27th April 2018
4 p.m., HS A
Intitut für Kultur- und Sozialanthropologie
4. Stock, NIG
Universitätsstraße 7, 1010 Wien
PROGRAM

4 p.m. Welcome Address
ASSA | Brigitte Fuchs
Editors | Gabriele Rasuly-Paleczek and Maria Six-Hohenbalken

4:15 Presentations

Anna Mautner, "Integration into the "Home Society" after Remigration: Aid Organizations and Case Studies in Yerevan"

Daniela Paredes Grijalva, "Caring for the Homeland from a Distance: the Armenian Diaspora in Vienna and Transnational Engagements"

Andreea Zelinka, "Circular Short-Term Migration from Armenia to Russia. The Issue of Time and Socio-Economic Effects on Family Life in Armenia"

Anna Atoyan, "Family Alienation and Labor Migration: A Case Study from Gyumri"

Shushan Ghahriyan, "Syrian-Armenian Immigrants in Armenia: A Sociological Analysis of Social Alienation"

5:30 Q&A

6 p.m. Buffet with Armenian delicacies and music

The event is supported by: IKSA, alumni.ksa, IG/StV KSA, Gulbekian Foundation.